Autokaross the leading brand in bodies for light commercial vehicles.
Autokaross I Floby AB develops, manufactures and provides effective solutions for light commercial vehicles as platforms, box-bodies, covers, racking systems, fire and rescue vehicles and vehicles for social
services. Our leading position in the market is established by quality, constant product development and
focus on the customers.
   Headquarters, Development department and manufacturing is placed in Floby outside the city of
Falköping. You can find our branches in the cities of Gothenburg, Södertälje and Vellinge where they would
be able to provide you with sales, installation and services supporting our whole product range.
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Autokaross i Floby AB, Centralgatan 18, SE-521 51 Floby +46 (0)515-72 34 00 Mail info@autokaross.se

www.autokaross.se

Flatbeds

A hefty load area
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The Autokaross flatbed is available for most brands of light commercial vehicles in today’s market.
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   The flatbed is easy to adapt to your own transportation needs, by supplementing equippment
such as tippers, loading cranes and tarpaulines. As a standard the flatbed has integrated and
folding lashingrings.
   To offer the lowest supplementary weight and provide the maximum payload the flatbed is
based on a lightweight structure.
Materials

Mudguards

The flatbed and its undercarriage is made of high tensile
aluminium and zinc alloyed steel plates and shaped anodized aluminium profiles.

Mudguards manufactured of black PE-plastics.
Side protection

The profiles in the undercarriage are put together in a
beam system which has good buoyancy .

Side protection manufactured of anodized aluminium
bars, and brackets of aluminium and zinc alloyed steel
plates.

The flatbed loading surface is manufactured of plywood
with an anti-slip surface.

Fitted as a standard to vehicles with gross weight above
3500kg, as an accessory for vehicles below 3500kg.

Cabin protection

Lights and reflexes

Security type cabin protection which is covering the rear
cabin wall.
The upper part of the cabin protection is made of a lacquered steel arch with mesh to provide good rear visibility.
Side profiles
The edges of the side profiles are angled to maximise the
surface water runoff.
Integrated hinges on side and rear boards.

Side- and width marker lights when demanded.
ECE-reflexes
Corner pillars
Detachable corner pillars with opportunity to mount accessories such as hatch boxes and tarpaulines.
Warranty
Two years warranty against manufacturing or material
defects.

Lashing rings
The flatbed has integrated and folding lashing rings as
standard.

Light

Strong

Detachable corner pillars

Accessories

Anodized aluminium profiles

Lashing rings

01 Flatbed with crane mounting. Standard flatbed with integrated crane mounting, support beams are included.
The crane mountings are adapted to Hiab 008-026,
Fassi Micro Cranes and Palfinger PC-series.
02	Tail-lift for payloads up to 750kg (1653lb). The tail-lift is
equipped with a 1450mm long loading ramp made of
aluminium, one fixed and one spiral cord actuator.
03	Tarpaulins in a variety of colours. Can be fitted with rollup sides, and rear hatch with gas-springs in combination
with tail-lift.
04	Tippers. Standard flatbed with integrated reinforcement
for electro-hydraulic rear tipper.
05	Loading surface made of aluminium profiles for special
use and higher payload.

06	Tool boxes made of smooth surface aluminium plates
with lockable lid of aluminium profiles.
07	On-top tool box made of smooth surface aluminium plates
with lockable doors of aluminium profiles on each side
of the box. Available in two standard sizes.
08	Rear board support. Extendable rear board support to
increase the length of the flatbed and to prevent that the
rear lights are blocked when loading extended loads.
For the adaptation of our standard products to customers transportation needs, a wide range of effective
solutions is available. For further information regarding
accessories look at our webpage www.autokaross.se

